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One of our clearest insights on AI so far is 
that its potential is greatest when paired 
with human intelligence. [...]  We believe 
that we can develop AI in a way that 
complements human expertise, and we 
feel a deep responsibility to get this right.

Sundar, 2018 Founders Letter



One day Jess gets an invite 
from two Research Scientists 
on the Brain team who want to 
talk about “Human/AI 
interaction research.”
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Input Output

We determine the 

evaluation metrics

and we get affected 
by the resultsWe choose the data 

sources

How can we get 
the AI to make 

the perfect 
decision?

How can AI help 
make daily 

decision-making 
easier?



PAIR does 3 things

1. We conduct and publish human-AI 
interaction research.

2. We create and launch open-source tools 
and platforms to build AI responsibly.

3. We widen the circle of who can participate 
in the development and application of AI.

PAIR does 3 things

1. We conduct and publish human-AI 
interaction research.

...to push the fields of ML and AI, HCI, and 
human-centered design forward. We research 
AI explainability, interpretability, fairness, data 
visualization, human-centered AI, AI-assisted 
healthcare, and ML for science discovery. We 
conduct research independently and in 
partnership with leading academics in multiple 
fields. 

PAIR does 3 things

2. We create and launch open-source tools 
and platforms to build AI responsibly.

...to enable the builders of these systems to 
understand the consequences of their 
decisions, simulate the effects of different 
decisions, and make building AI responsibly 
the easiest option. 

PAIR does 3 things

3. We widen the circle of who can 
participate in the development and 
application of AI.

...to increase participation and agency in how 
AI will affect our lives. We engage through 
multiple channels including building 
development tools, writing AI explainers and 
demos, inviting external presentations, and art 
installations. 
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Myth 1

If the AI system needs to ask for 
explicit user feedback to succeed, 

then it has already failed.

Video 
recommendations

Discovery playlists Smart reply



To properly measure AI success and 
improve the system, explicit 

feedback is typically required. 

Reframed
Feedback best practices

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

Dedicate sufficient time for testing & 

iterating on feedback systems - must work 

for users and for the AI

Align as a team: if we get feedback that ___, 

then we will change ___

Communicate value & time to impact

Implicit + explicit feedback

What user insights or AI model improvements might 

you be missing out on due to lack of or under-utilized 

feedback systems?

Is feedback system development properly 

resourced?

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

Myth 2

AI prediction errors are the 
worst. Minimize or ignore them 

and move on.

People auto-tagging Dismissing “incorrect” 
video suggestions

“Failure” is an inherent part of a 
probabilistic system like AI. Errors are 

an opportunity to gather feedback 
and calibrate user trust. They show 

the boundaries of the AI.

Reframed



Errors + graceful failure

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

Errors must be defined, with user help

“Context errors” are unique to AI

Incorporate explanations into errors

Paths forward: feedback, manual override

Recovering from errors

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

Are there common errors in our products 

that we’re not using as opportunities?

How confident are we that the team and the 

users are defining “error” in the same way? 

Myth 3

“Helpful” AI always means doing 
things for the user. 

Email actions Search ad settings, 
Universal campaigns

Diagnosis assistance

Helpful is helpful. Only automate 
when you’re extremely confident 

people don’t want a choice.

Reframed

People lack the knowledge or ability to do 
the task People enjoy the task

Tasks are boring, repetitive, awkward, or 
dangerous

Personal responsibility for the outcome is 
required or important

The stakes of the situation are high

Specific preferences are hard to 
communicate

Automate Augment



Automation vs. augmentation

Are there processes we’re trying to automate for our 

users where we should really be augmenting their 

unique human capabilities?  

Do we have sufficient insights about our users 

regarding their automation needs and concerns? 

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

Myth 4

People need to trust us more. 
We should always be trying to 

increase trust.

Performance 
forecasts

DirectionsPrice predictions

People need to develop calibrated 
trust because AI won’t always be 

right, and this takes time.

Reframed

Calibrated trust

Do we have a good understanding of users’ current 

level of trust in our Smart Home systems? Any signs 

of avoidance or of over-trust?

How are we currently helping users calibrate their 

trust appropriately?

design.google/ai-guidebook #pairguidebook

If the AI system needs to ask for explicit 
user feedback to succeed, then it has 

already failed.
>>

To properly measure AI success and 
improve the system, explicit feedback is 

usually required. 

AI prediction errors are the worst. 
Minimize or ignore them and move on. >>

Failure is an inherent part of a probabilistic 
system like AI. Errors are an opportunity to 
gather feedback and calibrate user trust.

“Helpful” AI always means doing things for 
the user. >>

Helpful is helpful. Only automate when 
you’re extremely confident people don’t 

want a choice.

People need to trust us. We should always 
be trying to increase trust. >>

People need to develop calibrated trust 
because AI won’t always be right, and this 

takes time.

Myths Reframed
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